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Delhi hotels are worldwide popular for illustrating true representation of warm Indian hospitality.
They offer modern accommodation arrangements along with latest facilities to their guests. Thus,
Delhi has been one of the most visited tourist destinations in the country. Travel vacationers,
businessmen, historians and academicians from different parts of the world come to the capital city
of India and enjoy luxurious stay at its multi-facilitated lodges.

If you are a tourist and really want to take pleasure of Indian hospitality, then come to hotels in
Delhi. These lavishing properties possess multiple features offer to you. The hotels have beautiful
concoction of historical significance and modern beauty. Their staff is so courteous that provide
services with keeping values of Indian traditions into consideration. Thatâ€™s not for all! Such deluxe
lodges boast with modern infrastructure to make sure comfortable stay for their guests. This is the
reason why the tourists prefer to stay at these hotels.

By staying at New Delhi hotels, the guests can easily access some of the best tourist attractions of
the heart of India. India Gate, Qutub Minar, Red Fort, Humayun Tomb and various other historical
and architectural buildings have been added more charm in the beauty of this incredible city of
India. Travel to these wonderful attractions has become easy for the tourists because the
accommodations are located in adjacent to them. As the guest, you can board metro train, bus or
taxi to take pleasure of these magnificent places.

Hotels in New Delhi are divided into the different categories such as deluxe, five-star, four-star,
three-star, two-star and budget hotels. You can book any hotel from these categories according to
your comfortability and affordability. Almost all the lodges in Delhi are comprised of modern
accommodation amenities. The rooms are divided into different categories such as super deluxe,
deluxe, suites and many more. The rates are assumingly different of these rooms in which you can
confirm according to your budget. The rooms consist of various latest facilities such as 24 hours
service, coffee/tea maker, daily newspaper, LCD TV, internet access and so on.

Apart from the room amenities, the tranquil environment at the premises of these Delhi
accommodations also attracts a lot to the visitors. Such environment is beautifully incorporated with
modern facilities such as currency exchange, travel desk, transportation from and to the airport, Wi-
Fi connectivity, medical care, phone/fax services and many more. One of the most striking features
of these luxurious properties is the wonderful arrangements for organizing both professional and
personal events like wedding, reception, business meeting and conventions.

The guests from different parts of the world enjoy palatable cuisines at the multi-facilitated
restaurants of these hotels in Delhi. These dining arrangements are comprised of mouth-watering
Indian dishes such as Punjabi and South Indian for both vegetarians and non-vegetarians. In
addition, the visitors would also enjoy scrumptious cuisines of international flavors.

Hence, staying at New Delhi hotels is an experience in itself where one can only find splendid
accommodation arrangements. They will give you home staying like feeling along with a nice visit to
tourist attractions of the heart of India.
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